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Rule Change Type Effective Date Draft Received Board Action

Standard 12/1/2022 10/7/2021

Rule Change Intent

40 is a more reasonable number to split. Splitting at 50 entries still makes for quite large classes.

Proponent Details Contact Information

USHJA Hunter Working Group Katie Patrick

kpatrick@ushja.org
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HU155 General 
[…. ]
3. Any section with 40 50 or more entries at the beginning of the first class must be divided. If there are 40 50 or more 
entries remaining in a section after it has been divided, the section must be redivided by every other number. Once 
a section has been redivided it may not be divided further. 
[…. ]

HU162 Combining and Dividing Specific Sections 
[…. ]
5. Junior Hunter 
a. Combining: 
1. The Junior Hunter 3’6”, Junior Hunter 3’3”, Amateur Owner Hunter 3’6”, and Amateur Owner Hunter 3’3” sections 
may only be combined with other Junior Hunter or Amateur Owner Hunter sections. See below for conditions. 
2. At Premier, National, Regional I or Regional II rated competitions if there are fewer than three (3) entries in the Amateur Owner 
3’3”, the Amateur Owner 3’6”, the Junior Hunter 3’3” or the Junior Hunter 3‘6” sections, Competition 
Management may choose to combine the sections. The Competition Management may choose to combine the 
sections as necessary, based on the sections with the lightest entries. If sections are combined, the horses must 
jump the respective height of the original section entered. In addition, while the sections can be combined if entries 
warrant, in order for Horse of the Year points to count they must be offered separately in the prize list. 
3. It is recommended that when competitions anticipate 40 50 horses or more this section be divided by age of rider 
or height of horse when prize list is prepared. 
b. Dividing: 
1. When divided, sections must be split using one of the methods from HU157 Methods of Dividing 
2. If there are 40 50 or more entries in the section at the beginning of the first class it must be divided and the prize 
money must be doubled. A section with less than 30 entries cannot be divided. 
3. If there are 40 50 or more entries remaining in a section after it has been divided, the section must be redivided 
and the prize money must be doubled. Once a section has been re-divided it may be divided further if management so desires 
[…. ]

7. Pony Hunter 
a. Combining: 
1. The Regular Pony Hunter Section may not be combined with any other sections. 
2. Height sections may be combined if there are three (3) or fewer entries in any height section. Combined 
height sections should be either small/medium or medium/large but if possible not small/large. 
b. Dividing: 
1. Classes for Pony Hunters may be divided by height of pony as outlined in HU140. 
2. If there are 40 50 or more entries in the division at the beginning of the first class, it must be divided by height of pony and prize 

money must be doubled. 

3. If there are 40 50 entries remaining in a section after the section has been divided by height of pony, the section 
must be re-divided by every other number and the prize money must be doubled. 
4. Once a section has been re-divided it may not be divided further. 
5. If a pony under saddle class has over 30 entries, the class must be split and held in at least two sections with 
one set of awards. 
6. If there are four (4) or more entries in each height section of an “A” rated Regular Pony Hunter section, the 
height sections must be held separately. 
7. If there are a minimum of 10 small/medium ponies combined and 10 large ponies in any “B” or “C” rated Regular or Green height 
Section, the height section must be divided (small/medium and large); prize money need 
not be doubled. If there is a total of thirty (30) ponies, prize money must be doubled.
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